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DIR CITE WAVE 5766
IMMEDIATE ACTION
RBAT TYPIC YOBITE
SITREP 8 AND 9 DECEMBER 1963

I. INTELLIGENCE HIGHLIGHTS

A. KUJUMP INTEL. NOTHING TO REPORT.

B. WAVE INTEL

1. UFG 4225 (CABLE) OSCAR DIAZ FROM EMPLOYEE FLORIDA LINE
   THAT EL TESALA REPEAT EL TESALA POSSIBLY RUNNING GUNS HAITI AND
   SDON. IN LATTER CASE SAID TO BE ON BEHALF ANTI-CASTRO GROUPS
   SDON.

2. UFG 4224 (CABLE) ANTVY-1 SW REPORTS 22 NOV DEPARTURE
   700 TO 1000 SOVS ABOARD TURKHENIYA. ALSO REPORTS CARGO OFF
   METALLURG BAYKOV TAKEN TO CAMPO FLORIDO AREA.

3. UFG 4223 (CABLE) ANVEE-1 QUOTES JOSE RAMON GARCIA
   PEREZ ON ORDERS RECEIVED BY MIN CONSTRUCTION TO MOVE AND DISSE-
   MBLE THREE PINAR DEL RIO MISSILE BASES. HARDWARE TO BE MOVED TO
   SAN ANTONIO DE LOS BANOS UNTIL NEW SITES SELECTED.

4. UFG 4222 (CABLE) ANVEE-1 FROM ANTUNA AND CARONE RE RUMORS
   THAT "CHE" GUEVARA UNDER HOUSE ARREST FOR PARTICIPATING ANTI-
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AND NOTABLE HIGHER OFFICIALS BOTH AMERICAN AND CUBAN, THEY SAY, WILL BE TAKEN TO CUBA VIA BRAND NEW AIRCRAFT.

1. UPO 3017 (CABLE) W/352

SPLIT KATANZAS.

A. AFLA AND AUTODEP. NOTHING TO REPORT.

B. PRESS AND RADIO

1. DIARIO LAS AMERICAS 8 DEC, HAVANA REPORTS IN STATEMENT THAT TRANSPORTATION IN CUBA HAS RETURNED TO NORMAL GREAT DISTRESS AND EXPLAINS THAT OMAR FERNANDEZ WAS DETAINED AS MIAMI-SYMPATHETIC.

2. MIAMI HERALD 9 DEC REPORTS DIA, HAVANA REPORT, TOTAL LACK OF NUMBERS, DRIVEN TO RAISE AMERICAN INTEREST IN CUBAN AUTHORITIES ON HIS MIAMI STORY WHICH IS NOW PUBLISHED.

3. MIAMI HERALD 9 DEC REPORTS J.B. CONSIDERED A REAL PERSUASION BALLOT AS SEVERE PSYCHOLOGICAL REP FOR CASTRO THAT SHOULD NOT TAKE SIGNIFICANCE OFF THE BALLOT BALLOT AGAINST CASTRO FOR TRANSPORTING AMERICANS TO CUBA.
"SOCIAL CLUB" WITH MEANINGLESS PACTS AND TREATIES.

4. CARL LIVINGSTON, MIAMI HERALD B DEC REPORTED THAT
EVERY THURSDAY IS "DADY TO HAVANA DAY" FOR HAVANA NIGHTS
OPERATES AN ACRO COMPANY ON REGULAR WEEKDAY RUN FROM CHARTER
ARRANGEMENT WITH BRITISH, FRENCH AND SWISS BEASSELS. CAPT HEY
PYTHI M. PILOT, DESCRIBES HAVANA'S JOSE MARTI AIRPORT AS
VIRTUALLY DESERTED.

II. OPERATIONAL DEVELOPMENTS

A. FI

1. OWL MESSAGES SENT AMLISP-1 AND ANFOX-1.

2. DOUGLAS C. NISLEY AND ANTHRILL-1 DEPARTED WAVE FOR
TO ATTEMPT RECRUIT SUB C, WAVE 8426, (247) 8294

3. SW MESSAGES RECEIVED FROM ANGUARD-1 AND ANFARV-1.

4. TWO WT MSGS RECEIVED FROM ANFARV-1.

5. ANSTONE-1 CONTACTED MEXI AND AGREED UNDERGO TWO-WT
WT TRAINING. PRIORITY POA REQUESTED MEXI 7300. (IN 7/57)

B. CI. NOTHING TO REPORT.

C. PV. NOTHING TO REPORT.

D. PH

1. MSGS 84 AND 85 (WAVE 6683 AND 8701) RECEIVED FROM CH.
CONTROLLED PETGOS. ATHENA SAYS CUBAN PEOPLE WILL NOT BE ABLE
OFFER MUCH RESISTANCE TO NEW CONScription LAW. NEW LAW SHOULD
OFFER NO OBSTACLES TO ATHENA WEAT AT PRESENT. AMYUM-1 AGAIN ASK
PEOS AND MEDICINES. GIVES
MORE INFO ON HOLGUIN TANK PARK.

2. IN MSGS 90 AND 91 ANBANEY REQUESTS MEDICINE. GIVES BID.
DATA ON TWO AGENTS. REPORTS COBRA-XI DRP SAFE. THAT RECEPTION
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TEAM WILL HAVE LARGE MOTOR BOAT HIDDEN IN MANGROVES.

3. AMADDER TEAM INFILTRATED NIGHT 7 DEC ON OP CLEOPATRA.

4. AMTRUNK OP POSTPONED UNTIL JAN DUE TO PREVIOUS KB3 COMMITMENT TO ARACH-1 NOT TO MAKE CONTACT IN DECEMBER.

E. IS

PRESENTED INTEL BRIEFING FOR OPERATION DUKE 9 DEC.

III. LIAISON DEVELOPMENTS. NOTHING TO REPORT.

IV. ADMIN AND SUPPORT

A. TRAINING

1. AHNICK TEAM BEGAN PM TRAINING 9 DEC.

2. AMCZON TEAM BEGAN CLANDESTINE MARITIME RECESSION AND SMALL BOAT TRAINING 9 DEC.